
An EXTRA-ORDINARY MOTION
IN THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

DATED 4, 23,09                                 No_________________

JAMES FRANK OSTERBUR
2191 County Road 2500 E. 
St. Joseph, IL 61820

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF ILLINOIS et al. 

  MOTION

DUE TO, THE EXTREME EXPERIMENTS; being done at the nation 
ignition facility at lawrence livermore laboratories in livermore California

“BY THEIR OWN WORDS, GOING TO CREATE THE SAME FIRE 
AND CONDITIONS,    AS ON THE SUN ITSELF.”  HERE ON EARTH, AT ANY 
TIME.    Which means this is an IMMEDIATE CONCERN FOR US ALL.
This is not a guess/ NOT A GAME/ and not without knowledge.  There is media 
presentation/ their own web site, describing more than this:    Web search      nif. 

The consequence of that experiment cannot be underestimated.  Because we 
can plainly see, the entire sun has propagated that same fire across its entire mass. 
While this laboratory suggests, “it understands/ and that cannot happen”.  The fact 
is, that because the very word experiment means “ DON’T KNOW WHAT WILL 
HAPPEN”.  There is no allowance for failure, as it could become the end of this 
entire world.  Does a chemical fire not propagate.  The term fire MEANS the bonds 
are burning/ NOT exploding as in an atomic bomb.  It is NOT THE SAME.

THEREBY it is impossible to believe, that such experiments as these can risk 
all life on earth/ WITHOUT at a minimum, the entire nation and world, 
ACTUALLY taking a vote:    If they will risk everything/ or not.

UNTIL THAT VOTE IS TAKEN/ this experiment CANNOT proceed. This is 
absolute contempt and bigotry against life on earth/ and failure to respect our lives 
WILL have consequences as WE THE PEOPLE learn we do own this nation legally.

Thereby the court is ordered to cause this laboratory to cease and desist its 
actions until such time as allowed by the people of this nation and world.  The 
alternative of that would be to provide ABSOLUTE PROOF, that nothing 
experimental or unknown could happen/ and they cannot.


